
Your Community Impact Statement has been successfully submitted to City Council and
Committees. 

If you have questions and/or concerns, please contact the Department of Neighborhood
Empowerment at NCSupport@lacity.org. 

This is an automated response, please do not reply to this email. 

Contact Information 
Neighborhood Council: Historic Highland Park Neighborhood Council 
Name: Theresa Saso 
Phone Number: 
Email: theresa.saso@highlandparknc.com 
The Board approved this CIS by a vote of: Yea(11) Nay(0) Abstain(0) Ineligible(0) Recusal(0) 
Date of NC Board Action: 06/16/2022 
Type of NC Board Action: For 

Impact Information
Date: 09/15/2022 
Update to a Previous Input: No 
Directed To: City Council and Committees 
Council File Number: 22-0279 
Agenda Date: 
Item Number: 
Summary: Summary: The Historic Highland Park Neighborhood Council, representing more than
60,000 stakeholders, supports this Motion [Exhibit 1] to make transparent and fairer the rental
application process. HHPNC urges adoption without delay of a Rental Transparency and
Accountability Ordinance as described in the motion, to mandate making screening criteria, rents,
and other key information available and explicit. Discrimination in the rental market by large
corporate landlords—which hinders applicants of color, with disabilities, and others from accessing
housing—is enabled in part by the opaqueness of rental application evaluations. Making screening
criteria transparent, as well as establishing a private right of action against discriminatory practices,
will help reduce and remedy this discrimination. Transparency here is also all the more important
given the costs of rental application fees. HHPNC also supports the other proposed provisions,
including providing notice of the reasons for rejection, providing the opportunity for both narrative
answers in the initial application and requests for reconsideration, and processing applications for
accessible units from people with mobility disabilities first. The HHPNC supports this motion with
the necessary amendment that small “mom & pop” landlords are exempt from this motion. We need
to protect our neighborhood mom & pop landlords from the burdens of extra regulations and at the
same time protect tenants from discriminating landlords. Focusing rental transparency and
accountability at large corporate landlords will accomplish that goal. [SEE ATTACHED FULL CIS]

mailto:NCSupport@lacity.org


COMMUNITY IMPACT STATEMENT
June 16, 2022

Attn: Council President Nury Martinez, Councilmember Kevin De Leon, Councilmember
Gil Cedillo

From: Historic Highland Park Neighborhood Council

RE: Rental Transparency and Accountability Ordinance / Uniform Screening Criteria /
Tenant Screening Process / Discrimination (Council File: 22-0279)

Dear Los Angeles City Councilmembers,

The Historic Highland Park Neighborhood Council, representing more than
60,000 stakeholders, supports this Motion [Exhibit 1] to make transparent and fairer the
rental application process. HHPNC urges adoption without delay of a Rental
Transparency and Accountability Ordinance as described in the motion, to mandate
making screening criteria, rents, and other key information available and explicit.

Discrimination in the rental market by large corporate landlords—which hinders
applicants of color, with disabilities, and others from accessing housing—is enabled in
part by the opaqueness of rental application evaluations. Making screening criteria
transparent, as well as establishing a private right of action against discriminatory
practices, will help reduce and remedy this discrimination. Transparency here is also all
the more important given the costs of rental application fees.

HHPNC also supports the other proposed provisions, including providing notice
of the reasons for rejection, providing the opportunity for both narrative answers in the
initial application and requests for reconsideration, and processing applications for
accessible units from people with mobility disabilities first.

The HHPNC supports this motion with the necessary amendment that small
“mom & pop” landlords are exempt from this motion. We need to protect our
neighborhood mom & pop landlords from the burdens of extra regulations and at the
same time protect tenants from discriminating landlords. Focusing rental transparency
and accountability at large corporate landlords will accomplish that goal.
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https://cityclerk.lacity.org/lacityclerkconnect/index.cfm?fa=ccfi.viewrecord&cfnumber=22-0279
https://clkrep.lacity.org/onlinedocs/2022/22-0279_mot_3-09-22.pdf


Sincerely,

Charles Blumsack

President

Historic Highland Park Neighborhood Council
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Exhibit 1
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